Full Moon Ritual
Invocation:
Wondrous Lady of the Moon
You who greets the dusk sky with silvered kisses
Mistress of the night and all magics,
Who rides the clouds in blackened skies
And spills light upon the cold Earth;
O Lunar Goddess, Crescented-One,
Shadow maker and Shadow breaker;
Revealer of Mysteries past and present,
Puller of seas and ruler of women,
All wise Lunar Mother,
We greet your celestial jewel at the waxing of its powers
We pray by the Moon, We pray by the Moon, We bay by the Moon!

Corners:
North: WE call upon the light and the Earth at the North to illuminate and strengthen
the Circle.
All: We call upon you, Elemental Earth, to attend this rite and guard this Circle, for as
we have body and strength, we are kith and kin.
East: We call upon the light and Air at the East to illuminate and enliven the Circle.
All: We call upon you, Elemental Air, to attend this rite and guard this Circle, for as we
have breath and think, we are kith and kin.
South: We call upon Light and Fire at the South to illuminate and warm the Circle.
All: We call upon you, Elemental Fire, to attend this rite and guard this Circle, for as we
consume life to live, we are kith and kin.
West: We call upon Light and Water at the West to illuminate and cleanse this Circle.
All: We call upon you, Elemental Water, to attend this rite and guard this Circle, for as
we feel and our hearts beat, we are kith and kin.

Casting the Circle:
Maiden, cast Your circle white /
Stag and bear, hawk and wolf, /

Weave a web of glowing light
Bind us to thee.

Mother, cast Your circle red / Weave the strands of glowing threads
Earth and Air, Fire, Water, / Bind us to thee.
Old Crone, cast Your circle black / Weave the wisdom that we lack
Sunlight, moonlight, starlight’s shimmer / Bind us to thee.
All: As we gather here in our sacred space, a circle is formed and we are connected in
Spirit. So mote it be!

Call the God and Goddess:
In the presence of the Mother and Father of all things
By the sanctity of Earth, Water, Fire and Air
By our honor as Wiccan, Pagan, Heathen and Druids
We vow this night to serve the God and Goddess
To be an agent of Their love and kindness
To learn and grow in spirit
By Their grace, and with harm to none, So mote it be!
[Sit in a circle and meditate quietly for a while on something you want to manifest into
your life. Each wish should be strongly visualized.
When ready stand, and when all are ready each person will state out loud his/her
intention to work magic for. As each wish is voiced everyone visualizes its fulfillment
as strongly as possible. When all have been voiced, everyone should link hands: leftunder, right-over.

Chant:
Ancient Lady, Ancient Moon
Rising now above us
We gather in Your sacred grove
Asking that You bless us.
Everyone should begin to draw up the raised energy of the circle, visualizing it as a
silvery white light that we begin to push to the person on the left, shaping gradually into
a cone that spins clockwise, gaining speed and energy, and rising in height. The cone
of power will be building and building while we chant until, at last, one or more people
will sense that it ready to be released and will shout out “RELEASE!” When this
happens, all will release the cone of power/energy into the night. Afterwards, ground
yourself.
SIMPLE FEAST

Thanks to the God & Goddess:
Lord and Lady, we are blessed by your sharing this time with us; watching and
guarding us, and guiding us here and in all things. WE came in love and we depart in
love.

Thanking the Corners (All):
Depart in peace, Elemental Earth. Our blessings take with you.
Depart in peace, Elemental Air. Our blessings take with you.
Depart in peace, Elemental Fire. Our Blessings take with you.
Depart in peace, Elemental Water. Our blessings take with you.
The Circle is open, yet the Circle remains as its magical power is drawn back into us.
Merry meet and Merry part and Merry meet again!!!!

